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3 R.O.T.C. is NOMINATIONS TODAY THE PREMENT TAU BETA PI HEARS
]ity Collegei FOR TII(] OFFICERS NITITATIOS TALK BY NATHANSON
)pment of it There are two real dangers present in
ry and in th

LECTION OF MAJOR IMPOI TANCE THE OPINIONS OF DEAN ALLE
N America today. These are the result of

i this it func two different kinds of revivals: the panic

,f Technolog  On January 2 TIIC will hold electi(ms economic and scientific chmates in the ogical interests and the rellgious revival
Because of the upsetting shifts in the , stricken revival of scientific and techno-

ary Sciene or the offices of president, vice-president, past few months, many Tech-men are be- that is currently growing throughout the

2€tvoerg  d   e  rerjtr:grting scehc   rayj i:| st;t wildered as to the actual employment and country. So said Mr. Jerome Nathanson
the Society < arious permanent committees The im- intellectual situation. Dean William Allen of the Ethical Cultural Society, i,1 a talk

ges are not re ortance of these elections to  he mem- of the Tech School was asked to discuss sponsored by Tau Beta Pi. The theme of
of Technology ers of the School of Technology cannot his outlook on present trends as a guide his discussion was' "Science and Religion

to personal planning. He also discussed in Contemporary Society."
:ts. Upon com e over-emphasized. The Tech Inter- recent developments in the school. Speaking first on religion, Mr. Nathan-
&ram the cade raternity Intersociety Council, is, as itsSociety and i The plans for the new Tech building son explained that there is a very great
lem on his uni ame implies, the combined voice of the

venty-odd engineering organizations on have been give a final scrutiny by the pressure, both organized and social, driv-

hite fourreger ampus, and as such co-ordinates activi-  n ineering departments and, having ing people toward religion. As an ex-n approved, are in the hands of the ample, he cited a man in a small suburbanes in the School of Technology, and
ts program, th erves as a direct link between the engi-

architects. Work being done on the plans community who, while being an agnostic,

Engineer's-Da eering student, the faculty and espe- was nevertheless forced to attend a churellfor fear of community ostracizion. It is
lels of the vari ially the engineering world. this same pressure, not too noticeable in
El by the Army The work of TIIC has many facets, New York, that creates the need for
, included a tri ch as helping the engineering student . people to identify themselves with a re-ligious group. As to the danger of this fredge boat, an better undeistand his profession,and -8.2
p of En gineero . >mg to aid his professional develop- religious revival, the speaker said that
a.; a similar tri

ent; this is done in close cooperation religion represents " . . .a retreat from,
) Fort Leonar ith both the Engineering Alumni Asso-

,and an undercutting of, the use of in-.'' '

telligience for the solution of humanation and the Placement Office, through
problems."'  'e City College i ich things as job orientation assemblies , ''   I '

hool can well r seniors, both technical and non4ech- .. The field of science and technology; he7 1 ,
'1 , , '

o running a fin cal programs, and starting next term an - went on to say, has reached a point where,
, it brought hon ientation day for juniors, to be held on

graduating students are getting higher
salaries to begin with, thad their instruc-College in bein e second Saturday of the Spring term.

ier with anoth addition fo these, TIIC is also active DEAN WILLIAM ALLEN tors are getting. The danger here is the
tendency of students toward ". . . a de-ME student p any program on campus which affects now is of a contractural natiire; it is being valuation of anything that does not paygineering students. determined which items are to be speci- off." On campuses throughout the coun-

HILLER, ME ' In closing we wish to say that a person Bed as part of the Building - "built-in" - try, he noted students are refusing to
o is to be a candidate for high omce and which equipment is to be defined as identify themselves with political and so-

- TIIC should be a well known member being installed in a completed Building. cial causes. The reason is "...that they

UBES
scious of their wishes and thought, Commission has included the project in chances for this pay off.„ The net result

the school of Technology, who is will- As you may have noted in the papers will not mortgage their future in anything
to work hard for its melnbers and be several weeks ago, tlie City Planning that will not pay oil]-or might hinder their

:es For ,: d who has some administrative.experi_ its recommended program of construction of this, he felt, is a blindness towards
UDENTS e hi student government. for next year. The Commission's 'Approval human values.

was given after study of the proposal as . Following the lecture was a vigorous
HERB HILLER, ME '60 set forth in the budget of the - Board of question and answer period. The consen-ELECTRONICS

Higher Education. The approval of the sus of those present, whether they agreed
im Avenue ' Board of Estimate, the Comptroller and With the speaker or'not, was that they0 frst L. Jr. Orientation Program to be sponsored Mayor Wagner are still necessary to in- had received a most . stimulating andtreet)

ent counselors will be held January 2, 1958. More sure funds for the project. If their oka  thought provoking talk and that they were
lIC will.be held February 15; 1958. A briefing of

1-0722 rmotion Will be posted. Counselors are needed, ·, (continued on page 2) indeed most fortunate. STAN SMALL.-, ' ' '
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IN SEARI
training programs and selective policies

of G, E. or the Bell Labs is SO respected HE SEEMS TO BE

TECH NEWS that the reputation of any engineer ever   1  ™ ]3  MORE AFRAID OF    ,   

hired by these firms is enhanced. The , r<*4 THE SWORD THAW

more top notch companies that come to  C '   NSL, THE BEA ST,/
AN IN

EDITORIAL BOARD campus, the more probable are our BC>-61'75

chances of getting a frst grade job and <flANT  3*.25

Editor.in.Chief Arthur Appel a resulting good career start.
-3.- hhi & trESSIONAL

Managing Editor Murray Berger
0*OUPS . ./ -/$ .'„-

Aa was illustrated in VECTOR's sum-

Business Manager Donald WinskI
mel· employment coverage, summer pbs C\ P-\ 

. , Aj'k , , :

Copy Editor Richard Sundstrom
0,-

are obtained basically through personal

News Editor Bob Boorstyn

Features Editor Nat Stochel

-17

push. And no one can deny the advantages    ,   24  , '1524,./ F.L.

of this pre-graduation experiences. Unfor- , C 4% 5
, t. 91"

Associate Board tunately few companies come to campus \(( r - fi . . .....1*4.-

'A'y, 195>·14,£ - 44

Assoc. Copy Editor Claire Markowitz to hire summer help.

Assoc. News Editor Stan Grossel This term's scarcity of positions merely 4 412 .. , ,

2 . Art. Editor , Ruth Liebman

exposes the competitive nature of the , ,  1 , 1*b-, .
Photo Editor Martin Waiss ' search for employment. We should note

*#F#k
. n.

Sports Editor Robert Haiken realize that a coordinated e#ort to attract
' , ., ... Org

I -

Treesurer Al Fried companies to the campus and to aid
hht, 7, 09 ,

i I 'F.2..

Advertising Mgr. Art Biederman , the Placement 0#ice would benefit all 1' . > . ,) 5.,141 

Circulation Mgr. Barry Schlein students.
'

.1...

Office Manager George Turrlan The Placement Oflice is understa#ed.

F Executive Secretary Bobbie Schrift Even so each lob seeker is given personal
"Everybody c

Night Editor Sally Sherwin attention. The Pfogram this year was very PRESENT SITUATION . .   n.t j t reie<
Cultural Editor Allan Rosenheck thorough and only the present economic (continued from page 1)

everyone, and

temper caused company lack of interest.
learning. To be

Staff It would not hurt ff student organizations is gotten then funds will be available f thinker. This is

i '

Herb Hiller Art Roltstein would make an open attempt to attract construction anytime after the first of th torekeepers, al

] Arthur Degenholtz Howard White interuiewers to City College. Letters from year since, the city capital budget ru These are th€

Morton Rosenberg Aaron Rlchman ASME, AIChE, IRE, etc., to mention a the. calendar year. $6.8 million are bein elson. Profess

j Jack Levine Paul Alper few, inviting companies to visit would asked for construction and about a millio "A European

] Morton Cohen Bob Amsterdam reinforce the invitations sent out by the dollars for outfitting and new equipmen rofessor Neh

Phil Barnett Julius Soller Placement O#ice. The College already has the fun e hear one in

] Bruce Podwal · Anyone hoping to work next summer necessary for demolltion of Bowk ible: I think

1
had better start looking for work during Library and Drill Hall. It is hoped th arred by conv

Faculty Advisors the winter vacation. Thel?Maement O#ice demolition can begin with the comi urope is too cc

Prof. S. W. Burgess M. E. 18 accepting al*licgt*oiIfor summer work term and that construction can be start eople are hi

Prof. H. Wasser - English . right now and'iminediate filing will help in about mid-Spring. Delay must be.8 nowledge. Th

4< Prof. J D. White C. E. the oilice in planning summer interviews tributed to the rearrangement of faviliti o make origins

d Prof: E. Brenner E. E. on campus. Thesa applications wilt also now in progress whose result is to bfit f doing things

Prof. Harvey L List Chem E. aid the o#ice in personal guidance. emptying of the Library and Drill MA "Creativity c

The Placement OUice would also ap- The high school student or colle g people coI

Composition and Printing by preciate substantial aid in the form of freshman who bases his choice of the t erience, and

Progressive Printing Co., 652 Hudson St, student help. This could be a project of of education he will have to make use Olve their own

the honor societies. Such student help for the rest of his life on minor pendu Ive their own

8 0.44@De would aid in publidzing the interviews tions in the economy is making a seri y no one else

1 and placement programs. Since the Place- mistake. Conditions at the time of grad uently the sti

ment O#ice is located on south campu# tion are out of phase with those prevai ' was allowed

AN ACTIVE STUDENT and since the newspapers are ing#icient at the time of college entry by some f ch an uncerti

POLICY ON EMPLOYMENT in publicizing last minute developments, or more years. Study of the econo e evidence,

1
immediate notices could be posted on the bctivity of the U. S. over the past five nclusion."

The sudden lack of interest of campus bulletin boards of Tech Crossroads. ten years shows a curve which can One of the

,interpiewers in thts term's graduates has The organizations should elect a mem- likened to a rising exponential. Certai teach us .to

caused all of us to wotry about our em- bet' to personally inform the societies the curve shows minor drops - and ·s our own cor
66 A

ployment potential, The jirst iob an engl- of the latest placentent developments. It den rises - but these are what form t it, go

neer holds has a dejinite e#ect on his wobld be congenial and cooperative of   curve; it might be imagined as a shi the thresh

c#reer, and the best jobs are usually ob. student leaders to visit the Placement band which included these fluctuati ooking in froi

tained through campus interviews. The O#ice to discuss how their organizations but whose mean ordinates present ind, it would

1 company with an interview program usu. could be of service. long-term pattern. Any high school 11 of new id

1 419 has a training school or an indoctrina- ·
· dent with an aptitude and intere@ an> such roo

engineering whose decision not to e neer today, 1

usually have a.good reputation and a TAIN ENGINEER which appeared in ming of fu]tion lecture schedule. These organizations We hope that the headline IRON CUR- the Reld is made in this way is being bothered by,

highly rewarding salary scale. To start a the last issue did not give anyone the
than realisti6.

p career with a iob for such jirms is for- wrong impression. The title was mislead-
The Dean also pointed out that i

ve time or,

2 ¢unate.. Besides the training, the reputa- ing and did not suit the content of the in times of economic recession that,
aginative si,

11 , tion of the company enhances the quality article. ' -THE STAFF values of a broad, basic   education sor Nelson,

of one's experiences. The eng/neer,'ng
.

(continued on page 7)
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IN SEARCH OF A CREATIVE ATTITUDE: Eiffel fought the entire French nation
- before he built his tower. And he set new
OF
THAW WHAT IS CREATIVITY. so high a structure. The Eiffel Tower is

  standards for the world in the design of
ST! AN INTERVIEW OF PROF. ARTHUR NELSON in New York, but it was erected many

just as high as the Chrysler Building here

years before.
INTERVIEW BY RUTH LIERMAN "An artist should have the same dignity,SIDA/AL

JPS as the engineer 01 doctor. He should be

Professor Nelson regards contests and
paid for his work and be socially useful."

.

.... . ''SE . .'*1 . : I 'MA.1%,/ , 'f, I

S . pnzes as hombly undignified and unpro-
= fl- fessional. They are a means of getting

.=&1 , r,%»,af ,>%.2 '1'  --38%%V 42 '4  o 4 - cheap advertising, and usually are the re-
,

who are not willing to pay for professional
sult of brilliant, young, new executives

               b.*:0*       -   -      -     < talent. "I remember as a student, a certain
„ company had a nation-wide contest for a

, package design. Ordinarily, a professional
, '1

would get $500 for the job. The top prize
rj Ge

, .   44* , *«.'. »r, ."
A-A ' 7

: . '5%!%, 'I *A '=i:T . 9*- . ' ,.. rer

1

for the contest was $100. The contestants
I r 4 4. ,

, 94 , ,--*... : 44. . 23=5 signed away all their rights to the com-
i r , 4. - pany. Their entries were not returned,

"Everybody call be creative. Creativity more cognizant of the engineer and bring and the company was free to use these 6
   0 , is not just relegated to art; it is open to themselves to him. The arts must encour- entries for whatever purposes they chose."

everyone, and embraces all aspects of age science to be resourceful, imaginative, Professor Nelson is a professional artist.
1) learning. To be creative is to be a positive creative, and original," emphasized the He has designed everything from trade-
vailable fo thinker. This is true of scientists, artists, Professor. "The arts are uniquely qualified marks and New York taxi-cabs, to inte-
: first of th torekeepers, all citizens in daily life." to perform this function because they are riors and fluorescent fixtures. "One of the
,udget run These are the words of Professor Arthur hot burdened with cause and relation- disturbing features of design," he said,
n are bein elson, Professor of Art at City College. ships. The art student can be introspec- "is that probably 90% of the work one 4

)ut a milljo ¢'A European once said to me," related tive, original, subjective. The average does never goes into production. Either it
ectuipmen rofessor Nelson, <'that very rarely did engineering student doesn't have the time is d:scarded, or else it is adapted in such
the full e hear one in Americ4 say, 'It is impos- ' to be investigative. Yet, the engineer can a way that the final product emerges conn-

of Bowk ible: I think the American is not as be creative. Let him take existing infor- pletely unlike the original."
hoped th arred by convention as is the European. mation and do new things with it." Professor Nelson attended Cooper
the comi urope is too confined by convention. The Roebling, the inventor of the Roebling Union, which he thinks of as an "ex-
in be start eople are hampered by pre-existing cable, who developed the suspension perimental workshop." He knew Pavel
must be.8 nowledge. They should be encouraged bridge, is a model ot creativity. Roebling Tchelitchew (the painter of 'Hide and

it of faviliti o make original decisions, find new ways overcame contemporary technologicallags Seek'), and often went to his studio to
tis to bq- f doing things.". and designed his own cable-weaving ma- speak with him, and learn. Professor
d Drill Ha "Creativity can be encouraged by giv- chine which worked its way like a giant Nelson would speak, with artists and hear
,t or colle g people confidence in their own ex- spider. He set new standards for the their ideas. While attending CCNY, Nel-
ce of the t erience, and by encouraging people to world in the designing of a long span. son had many an interesting conversa-
) make Ilse olve their own problems. If persons can't "He looked to a natural phenomena and tion with Professor Haskell, one of the
inor pendu Ive their own problems, in all probabil- improvised and created." few true academecians. And now, Nelson,
king a serio y no one else can solve them. Too fre- Professor Nelson defines a genius as, himself a professor at The College, gives
mi of grad uently the student says, <I didn't know Just one who is cognizant of a problem his thoughts and learning to his students,
ose prevai' was allowed to do this.' In the case of some short period of time before his fel- "scholars" as he calls us.
by some f ch an uncertainty, if the student weighs low man." --931.44. '

the econo e evidence, his conclusion is a valid #r..1-7 Al*I.
he - past five nclus:011." . ·
which can One of the purposes of the college is

ir 94

itial. Certai teach us to assemble facts and come
,ps - and ·s our own conclusions. As Kahlil Gibran ##v, LeLY"5 7 -

1 53= 1 {
283 otodg¢Mi©SicEE l'f y'jr )#1., 4 <40€)/,. -0*Ce&es present ind, it would be nice to see many rooms L- -

\

igh school 11 of new ideas. If there are not too 1 249$147
md interest an> such rooms in the mind of the en- |0L.,0.9-i  jr Y ) 3=2 
on not to J neer today, the reason may be that he   4147   ' /T ---1')
Tay is being bothered by scientific approach and theming of fundamentals. and "does not ,   · 1

d out that i ve time or opportunity to nurture his 4 '- pl 1 <X , n, , ,

lession that aginative side." "I believe," said Pro
6 = educatidn sor Nelson, "that instead of the eng

i

'age *) er going to the arts, the arts should be     / *    'aN
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By SALLY SHERWIN
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One of the chi

You cats who cry that operas we#e writ- i.. 5; l-'. 1 1 4' of reproducing
(or stereo) soun

ten by and for long-haired squares; ' ir·    _  1-   ,

who picture overweight squeaky-voiced  : *(93{0'.fl >::,ft<'**?4*0#j{X
must be purchas,

broads, in overstuffed draggy Victorian  2·:445·,v,tiff-9{)96>}{t>P?LKi,-*i; , two amplifiers, t

settings, wailing away at the top of their t: 1.*.Al'll -1"*5*-i. - Sy
'.'.. ..,., '6, .:.,,-04/ a tape deck witt

lungs about drivelling matters as being ?1%*U@**4{*13]°22  ' .  :,-1 **51·{til] ]3{ Ptit   (:,?:11  33:f':'-b   -
, ,

,..'

' '5,
4. 1. 4.-r The higher cost

the essence of opera, dig this. d{All..*%]11, d<I. .F,:lB,. r . au ·**<@:s·: .2**31:it, f,tr24: I., 4 :4 .*.:I,  43..

. . . the true conIessions of a modern  ·Rf]*;>** *'G'knt,Il/" mi /*4***i.g/1,1263 il:,
To enjoy this sys
buy stereo tapes,

jazz addict who, heretofore, had cons:d- k.,i-,i:X·**;:·:]1*M ,sxMMN'% ·.i'{fi *Il  :.y.*i:f;:t, Sc·:Th'*ff,;1  9, ?,0.!t:S :s.i, ,1; t.; t'? ,ek- as much for cor

ered Bach inerely a springboard for the 1»88**,1*,j.,{u:.. '·  J.:··. :.;:·0·:'t. j, .i.6.:i  ,2.3:4.'1:i:?Rit,41: s.>4 54.K,,"fii,2 6 @f{?f..2,:;{1%.',,.*,<.2 i':.,{*N.]li']313(]:9., W#99
standard pre-re

more creative efforts of progressive musi- 1 '
and may quite o

cians. This cat recently swung himself
. supply with s

down (only because his chick wanted to Personally, next to a discertation on d:verting hours. Needless to say, the efteo what-h'ave-you

go ) to City Center to hear La Traviata, "The Used Shoe Lace Industry of Latvia," they have upon the rest of the studen available or no

fully prepared to sleep, if not die, duiing
a "Thirty Column" is the literary piece of body is debilitating. inay be.

the performance. Man, was he surprised! work I enjoy the least. The usual clap- "Unfortunately, while the undergradu

He said he got so goofed by the story traps of how Professor Soandso has given ates have been busy cringing in corners A sort-of solu

I ./

that he couldn't wait for the intermissions me more than an academic education, but the Administration has not been idl been the freque

to · be over (they were as bad as TV rather a vibrant outlook upon the universe Membership lists and ID cards have no, some of the b€

commercials). Most of the time he sat or how Coach Whatchamacallit and "his become the accepted way of life; as muc system has seI

on the edge of his seat because the music boys" showed me what a fighting, driving a part of us as the hurried walk to th main difliculty

and singers were so exciting that he didn't team can do for Alma Mater when in- stibway when the last class is over. one of the two

want to miss a,note. What shook him the stilled with that certain something called "However, the leading offender in term mitted by AM (

most was that he became such an imme-
guts, makes me nauseous. of undergladuate apathy towards non shortcoming Ot

devotee doesn

diate convert to opera that he has since Therefore, as my «Thirty Column" I conformity is probably the Tech Scho

split his time between Birdland and would like to have printed an editorial itself with the perpetual cry of the eng of wide frequen

the Met.
I wrote which was subsequently rejected neer being lack of time. While the e

inter-station dis

Possibly this won't happen to you, but by the editorial board because of an un- gineers were a small minority 25 yea from nearby tv

Inore probably it will. Many ipeople are usual attack of common sense on its part, ago they have now grown to where the to:1 rather aggr

really afraid to attend their first opera be- "A political phrase of last year, 'Don't .represent over 50% of City College .an enloy stereo soi

cause they fear they might like it, and, in just do something, stand there,' might consequently their short-comings (iusti Multiplex ·me

turn, will have to admit to their hip friends aptly be applied to the current inactivity able or not) are becoming increasihg already boomin

that they've become "square." In all prob- at City. Gone are.the days. of rad:cal felt, Moreover, the engineer* is constantl the serious listei

ability you'll lind the pleasure far out- political clubs with their·membership of channeling all his efforts in a mad des of FM broadcas

I weighing the pain of that confession. vibrant, dedicated people. No longer do to determine starting salary, employma split phase-shift

A good beginning is an operetta, and a students stand on Convent Avenue dis- possibilities, future advancements, an or more prograI

'l good operetta is The H.M.S. Pinafore, tributing left-wing literature. fringe benefits; in short, his only conce ipal program g

i which is being staged by the Gilbert and "It was only h few short years ago that seems to be economic security. Securi he-channel rest

4 Sullivan Society on December 20 and 21 CCNy was known' for its liberalism and above all; never say anything out of at a single P

at the Joan of Arc Auditorium, 154 West students who were willing to stand up for ordinary, be just· like the next guy a! ree or more

2 ,

98rd Street. Tickets, ranging from $1.00 what they believed was right even if no one could ever label you an 'Od aneously using

to $1.50, can be purchased at the Audi- society disagreed. Where and how did ball.' " :., 118 carrier free

torium's box office, and in Room F 440 this paralys-s begin? I stand ready to defend my pool lex can b,

A on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays "Of course, it is very easy to explain with value judgments, glittering g E :

' after 6 P. M.
4

everything in terms of McCarthyism and eralities, pious platitudes, and sub

Don't miss it. You'll feel very much at its general climate of 'see no evil, hear no innuendos.

home when you see all the familiar faces evil, speak no evil,' but outside influences 1.

of classmates you never suspected were are not sumcient by themselyes. Perhaps . Friday, December 20, the Ne

"

squares.
it is because the clientele has changed

, I

drastically from the distraught, seething   man Club will . have its ann 20% 1Christmas Party. There will be .,1

3 SUMMER WORK introvert of the thirties to the upset, A
open house for all faculty mem

f  1 Applications for summer employ- crazed females of the fifties. 06-educa- , from one to five p.m. at the Catho Lit

ment at the Los Alamos Scientific , tion, just as dope, while   immediately Center, 469 West 142nd Street,

Laboratory of the University of stimulating, may eventually.lead to the -4 tween Convent.and. Amster

California should be Bled before compjete dulling of the cerebrum. Alto- avenues. Following the faculty

January 15, 1958. Consult Place- gether too often City College co-eds look ception there will be a dinner

h ment Office for details. Brochure is upon CCNY as a veritable Valhalla for all interested in coming and '

in room 218 F. . finding eligible lifetime companions and ' dance at the club· that evening 1588 Amst

not ' as a place to spend intellectually

1 ,

, ,

; 1
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then goes through some more amplifying,BINAURAL SOUND BY MULTIPLEX limiting and detector stages, and, of   '
course to a separate output. Hook up two
amplifiers and two speakers, and you're in- ENHANCING THE ILLUSION - business.

The whole thing sounds almost tooBY WALTER SALM simple, and, basically, it is. It was devel-
oped mostly by the then-indestructible

One of the chief drawbacks of binaural stations implementing pay-as-you.listen Major Armstrong, and highly successful
(or stereo) sound has been the high cost Musak-type systems. More exciting to the tests were made in New York in 1950. r
,of reproducing equipment - everything audiophile, however„ is the prospect of For the next five years, the FCC sat on the _
must be purchased in twos; two pre-amps, a single station broadcasting both binaural idea, trying to reconcile pay-as-you-
two amplifiers, two speaker systems, and chdnnels on FMI listen" multiplex with the free-to-the-
a tape deck with double playback heads. Multiplexing has been used for several public broacasts that are normally re-
The higher cost doesn't end there, either. years in communications systems, and two quired by law. They finally ruled in favor <of the new system, and some stations now «To enjoy this system, the audiophile must years ago, the FCC gave its stamp of ap-
buy stereo tapes, which cost at least twice proval to multiplex broadcasting on com- provide subchannel music to augmenttheir incomes.as much for comparable playing time as mercial FM. Several stations have since
standard pre-recorded monaural tapes, gone on the air picking up side-money The other subchannel is free, * though, f ,
and may quite often run into problems of with their side-channels. Technically, any- and a few stations have started broad-
supply, with stacked, staggerred and one with the proper equipment can pick casting mulliplex stereo on a more or less

/, the eftec what-have-you different breeds of tape up the "closed-circuit" FM broadcasts, experim:ntal basis. There are few multi-
he studen available or not available, as the case but there are laws governing this, and plex receivers commercially available, and *may be. such illicit ilse in a public establishment the electronic wizards have yet to market
indergradu

A sort-of solution to the dilemma has can easily become a federal offense. a do-it-yourself adapter, all that will g i
in corners really be necessary in most installations.
been idle been the frequent binaural broadcasts on For all practical purposes, multiplex As with other new innovations, multi-

Is have nor some of the better radio stations. This enables a station to broadcast two addi-
ife; as muc system has serious disadvantages, the tional programs over and above its main plex may take time to catch on, but it is 8 )

the next logical step in binaural sound i
walk to tb main difficulty being in the fact that program, which we will designate as
over. one of the two channels must be trans- program "A." The "B" prog am signal systems, and it indicates an early death . k

mitted by AM ( standard broadcast). The modulates a low-frequency subcarrier of ( and good riddance) to AM-FM binaural

ider in term devotee doesn't have to be told about the 41 kilocycles. This subcarrier, if properly
broadcasts.

)wards non shortcomings of AM radio - total absence handled, can easily accommodate anTech Scho
of wide frequency response. interference, audio signal up to 15 thousand cycles.

of the eng inter-station distortion, oscillator squeal Next, the subcarrier is impressed on the
'hile the e' from nearby tv sets, all of which add up "A" carrier wave in the form of a phase BARGAIN GIFTS
ity 25 yea to a rather aggravating evening trying to shift, resulting in a total modulation of
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the classes does not give the teacher time

CCNY HOW GOOD ? HUNTER VS CITY to get to know the students personally. EE CURR

This article is the third, in a series of separately for engineers and math courses "While at· Hunter the teachers often in. The E.E. D

articles which try to compare City College were not probably accounts for most of vited sctudents who had problems, to the subject mal

with other schools of higher education. the trouble that these students are having meet with them in their omces to discuss ing I, II and II

We are comparing Hunter and City on with their math. Many remarked that the these problems. Here, to see a teacher 178) for non-]

the basis of the results of the question- arts majors held back the classes and so after class, there must be something reallY hoped that the 1

naires sent to transfer students from Hun- forced teachers to proceed more slowly. wrong with your work." courses which i

ter and would like to thank those students Many of the transfer students expressed Most students express the opinion that student gets w

who were kind enough to reply. the opinion that classes City College are the work here is much harder. This they a more logical r

Hunter College (uptown) is a small run oft the "factory system." According agree is not due to any lack in their scien- The old E.E

college situated on an enclosed campus. to them, because of the large classes, tific background, but to the fact that for with direct our

When looking at it you are reminded of many of the teachers feel that it is their the first time they are taking a concen· cuits and d.e. r

"

the ivy covered campus that is often responsibility to teach a certain amount trated program of engineering subjects, and E.E. 109

depicted in motion pictures. Many of the daily, whether the class understands the with very few or no liberal arts classes, chines and elec

transfer students mentioned that the at- material or not, and that they must keep Many say that although the work is not act as an intri

mosQhere of the campus itself was more up to schedule, come hell or high water. harder, the amount of work given is so d.c, circuits, cc

conaucive to study. They point out that In conjunction with this many students much greater that it forces them to drop phase systems.

CCNY has a campus composed of city made reference to the mass lecture sys- behind in one subject while trying to The change

streets and roads. One transfer student, tems used in oertain of the courses in keep up with another. Here again the Fall term of

Steven Kaiden, remarks, "I don't appreci- chemistry and Civil Engineering. They idea of keeping up to the schedule taking E.E. 1

ate having to dodge cars when going from seem to feel that this system represents whether or not you understand the pre· by Prof. Froeh

one building to another. Although it is the factory outlook, where a certain vious day's work. Others add that most Dept., to cont

nice to have a stray dog, every now and amount of work must be completed daily, of the learning itself has to be done at of their seque

then in class." so that in a given number of terms a home, while at Hunter most of it was done E.E. 108 or E

Most of the students transferred to student may graduate, whether he fully in class.
tribution of si

CCNY because they had to; if they wished understands the hubjects he has com- "This may be due to the nature of th AfFecting th

to complete the course requirements for pleted or not. "This leads to what is courses themselves, as many of them ar curriculum, th

an engineering degree they had to trans- known as the robot system" by which a problem courses where many solution be discontinue

fer in their third year, as Hunter has only student can get the right answers, but must be found," states one student. Som in the Day a

a pre-engineering course. There is little not know why he got them. They realize of the students noted that we here at Cit) 11161, 284, 28

agreement on the question of how well that this is due to the extremely large have many more examinations than wer dents who ha,

they were prepared for this change. Many enrollment at City. given at Hunter. In their opinions till cations Netwo

I students remarked that math and physics This leads me to the next set of com- may be because the teacher does not hav electives in th€

courses were not given their proper im- ments made, concerning student teacher close enough- contact with the class an Engineering A

portance at Hunter. All seem to agree relationships. If you can remember, most tests are his only means of finding ou 106, 107 and

that the arts program was much broader. of the students who came from Brooklyn how much the class knows. This put have not yet f

It seems to be their opinion that the social College stated that the student teacher added pressure on the student.
; lions I (E.E.

I studies and humanities courses are taught relationship was much closer at City due With all these remarks
about how ther Ing Electroni

very poorly at City and that those teach. to the small gap in ages between students was so much work, came one opinjo affected by t]

ing these sequences suppose that the and many teachers. The Hunter transfer which perhaps shows the right attituld proval from t]

Tech-men have no interest in them, and students feel that this factbr is not enough According to Sidney Lerman, "I feel tho -=-----

therefore why strain themselves trying to to overcome the large size of the college; the majority of transfer students do wor

teach students who don't want to learn. they feel that there is something lacking.

j , The fact that physics courses were given One student remarked that the s:ze of
harder here, but if conscientious in thePRESEN

j

work, they should have no trouble in· gel

'.
.

ting adjusted." (Cont
' -    '  From the results of our survey, it seem most evident

. ..27 ..' - £241 '

that more than 90% of the transfer stu to a trained)

dents did not and do not participate i catlike poten

>,„. extra·,curricular activities. According everal direct

, 1- .4 many of them they do not have time f ifierence be

these diversions because of the pressur ilpable engii

of the curriculum and the time spent' eld and the

traveling. When asked about school spiri ad at gradu

many of them felt that because of the Our next qi

1

lack of participation they did not hay hat industry

the right to judge, but others stated th lical people 1

.. 24'
at Hunter there was very little sch omplaint ha

 ' . J 5 spirit and that here there is even 1 ast few yer

-,

I
. 4 They did say that City induces a sort eard, Dean

t

spirit that causes students to argue abo

·   whether their school is rated third or

, ,
'

, ,

W ,

:

tieth in the country. They also remark

1 i *ftii z . 2 · ch/*mitti. :V ..*.,ikh"*-1g...UJ' I

that City is steeped in traditions t AT PI

I ' . I ' I . .' - . r.1 imt Hunter does not have, possibly bdca

1
-I. ' ' 7*.'4.,v.,;:t ,* ; , 45. 7 '  J,J 4M W

-/4..' ::,TH ...4*f 4 3... :'# . I :: e.--
City is much older.

B
-
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"Factory CoHege,"
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eacher time   EE CURRICULUM CHANGES CITY ALIJMSCM SPEARMpersonally.
:rs often in-   The E.E. Dept. intends to rearrange ON MINXILE WARIIEADS
roblems, to the subject matter bf Elqctrical Engineer-
es to discuss i ing I, II and III (E.E. f02, 108, 109 4nd In another of a series of lectures on kill. If the probability of kill is low, we
e a teacher 178) for non-E.E.'s. By doing this it is missiles, ASME Pres. Elliot Dembner pre- must then raise it by various means -
ething really hoped that the basic electrical background sented Victor Lindner, Chief of Develop- increase speed of detection or prepare acourses which the M.E., C.E. and Ch. E. ment Lab "B" at Picatinny Arsenal. Mr. system to fire more missiles per second
opinion that student gets will be presented to him in Lindner, who has a BChE from CCNY at the attacking force whether it is mis-

er. This they a more logical and integrated fashion.
n their scien- The old E.E. and Master degrees from Stevens Insti- siles or planes. In the meantime, the

102 is concerned mainly tute of Technology and Columbia, spoke enemy is playing similar computer war-
fact that for with direct current circuits, magnetic cir- on the development of guided missile war- games to see if an attack would beng a concen. cuits and d.c. machines, the old E.E. 108 heads. He described the two challenges successful.
ing subjects, and E.E. 109 with a.c. circuits, a.c . ma-
1 arts classes. chines and electronics. Now E.E. 102 will The missile described must fumll two

e work is not act as an introduction to both a.c. and prerequisites - it must destroy and it

·k given is so d.c, ciicuits, coupling networks and poly- A must be safe to its users. This has had

them to drop phase systems. to be true for all weapons from the
flint arrow to the atomic bomb. The mis-

iile trying to The changes will go into effect in the 0
ere again the Fall term of 1958. All those who are , sile can destroy by direct hit or it can be
the schedule taking E.E. 102 this term are advised built so that if it explodes in the vicinity

of its target either the blast ( atomic type)
stand the pre· by Prof. Froehlich, Chairman of the E.E.

- ' or flying pieces ( fragmentary type) willadd that most Dept., to continue with the next course
to be done al of their sequence next term (i,e., either destroy the enemy.
t of it was done E.E. 108 or E.E. 109) before the redis- · The warhead section of the missile is

tribution of subject matter takes place. composed of three parts - a fuse, which
e nature of th Affecting the E.E. students of the old   - . must be able to recognize the target and
ny of them ar curriculum, the following subjects are to fire the missile; a safety and arming de-
many solution be discohtinued effective September 1958 vice, which prevents the fuse from pre-
1 student. Som in the Day and Evening Session: E.E. which our missile program is faced with _ mature Bring ( the safety and arming
we here at dt  Rl61, 284,285, 252, 264 and 282. Stu-
tions than wer dents who have not yet taken Communi. the conquest of our planet and the con- device on the Thor will permit less than

one misfire in a million) ; and the warhead

ir opinions thi cations Networks ( E.E. 264) may take as quest of outer space, but generally con- or explosive proper, which could be an
er does not hav electives in the correct sequence Electrical fned himself to the former and more atomic bomb or even biological organisms..
h the class an Engineering Analysis III, IV and V (E.E. specifcally to the warheads of the missiles, 2

An experienced team of ME's„ EE's,
; of finding ou 106, 107 and 108). Those students who Mr. Lindner described how we feed ChE's, and Mathematicians are necessary

have not yet taken Electric Communica-LOWS.
This pu' lions I (E.E. Rl61) may take Engineer. into computers data on the enemies' attack to construct missiles of various properties.udent.

ing Electronics II (E,E. 188). Those strength and data on our defense against It is a field which will challenge and tax .

about how tl r Affected by these changes must get ap- this . theoretical assault. From this, the You as few others can.
me one opiwi proval from their advisor.
ke right atutuae computer determines the probability of BRUCE PODWAL . 5

man, "I feel thi
students do wor neers getting starting salaries of $450 a engineers' seeming apathy; there simply
cientious in thei PRESENT SITUATION . . . month or more it would be a poor man- may not be time available, and the cliche
no trouble in gel agement that wasted this training. Cer- about making time" remains, an ineffec-(Continued from page 2) tainly such a situation may occasionally tual homily. The second reason would be  
ir surve , it seem most evident. An educated (as opposed exist, but the generally increasing need ·that many Tech-men don't possess the i
the transfer, st to a trained) engineer should have the for the technically trained lessens the broad intellectual base that would enable ,

ciot participate i catlike potential of going in any one of probability. Add to the fact of salary the them to function satisfactorily in a posi- 1
es. According t everal directions; there is often a great decreasing ratio of workers per engineer tion of governmental responsibility; this
not have time:{ lifference between the work area of a and the tendency to use engineers in non- cari perhaps be called sad, perhaps an
e of the pressur apable engineer after some years in the technical work must be further restrained. unjustified excuse. The fact is, though,
the time spent i eld and the training and preference he When questioned about an accused that it is often true.

ibout school spiri lad at graduation. general indifference to office -holding As an addenda and summary to this,
t because of the' Our next question concerned the charge among Tech-men, Dean Allen delineated . it is probable that engineering students
hey did not hay hat industry often does not utilize tech- two general reasons. The first is the heavy develop themselves intellectually at a
others stated th lical people to their full capabilities. This work and hour load of Tech students, par- later time in life, being compelled by the. 4
very little sch omplaint has not been as prevalent in the ticularly in regard to the labs encountered pressures of learning to postpone partici-

there is even 1 ast few years but is still occasionally by upperclassmen. This reason has greater pation in activities which might accelerate :
y induces a sort eard, Dean Allen feels that with engi- merit than is often supposed by critics of such development. , STAN GROSSEL %

; rated third or
3nts to argue abo

A PLACE TO MEET AND EAT  

rhey also remark GOOD TASTY FOOD-PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE
in traditions t AT PRICES TO FIT YOUR POCKETBOOK DAILY SPECIALTIES  u/ j

e, possibly beca

HOWARD W,Il CAMPUS GRIDDLE
.
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the classes does not give the teacher time EE i

CCNY HOW GOOD? HUNTER VS CITY to get to know the students personally.

This article is the third, in a series of separately for engineers and math courses "While at· Hunter the teachers often in- The E

articles which try to compare City College were not probably accounts for most of vited sctudents who had problems, to the subjei

with other schools of higher education. the trouble that these students are having meet with them in their omces to discuss ing I, II a

We are comparing Hunter and City on with their math. Many remarked that the these problems. Here, to see a teacher 178) for

the basis of the results of the question- arts majors held back the classes and so after class, there must be something reall  hoped tha

naires sent to transfer students from Hun- forced teachers to proceed more slowly. wrong with your work.
courses w

ter and would like to thank those students Many of the transfer students expressed Most students express the opinion that student g,

who were kind enough to reply. the opinion that classes City College are the work here is much harder. This they a more 1OE

Hunter College (uptown) is a small run on the <'factory system." According agree is not due to any lack in their scien- The olc

college situated on an enclosed campus. :to them, because of the large classes, tific background, but to the fact that for with direc

When looking at it you are reminded of many of the teachers feel that it is their the first time they are taking a concen- cuits and

the "0ivy covered campus that is often responsibility to teach a certain amount trated program of engineering subjects, and E.E.

depicted in motion pictures. Many of the daily, whether the class understands the with very few or no liberal arts classes, chines an(

transfer students mentioned that the at- material or not, and that they must keep Many say that although the work is not act as an

mosphere of the campus itself was more up to schedule, come hell or high water. harder, the amount of work given is so d.c. circui

conducive to study. They point out that In conjunction with this many students much greater that it forces them to drop phase sys

CCNY has a campus composed of city made reference to the mass lecture sys- behind in one subject while trying to The ch

streets and roads. One transfer student, tems used in certain of the courses in keep up with another. Here again the Fall term

Steven Kaiden, remarks, <'I don't appreci- chemistry aftd Civil Engineering. They idea of keeping up to the schedule taking E.

ate having to dodge cars when going from seem to feel that this system represents whether or not you understand the pre- by Prof. I

one building to another. Although it is the factory outlook, where a certain vious day's work. Others add that most Dept., to

nice to have a stray dog, every now and amount of work must be completed daily, of the learning itself has to be done at of their s

then in class." so that 'in a given number of terms a home, while at Hunter most of it was done E.E. 108

Most of the students transferred to student may graduate, whether he fully in class.
tribution

CCNY because they had to; if they wished understands the subjects he has com- <<This may be due to the nature of the AfFectii

to complete the course requirements for pleted or not. "This leads to what is courses themselves, as many of them are CUITiCU1Ul

an engineering degree they had to trans- known as the robot system" by which a problem courses where many solutions be discon

fer in their third year, as Hunter has only student can get the right answers, but must be found," states one student. Som in the D

a pre-engineering course. There is little not know why he got them. They realize of the students noted that we here at Ci R161, 23

agreement on the question of how well that this is due to the extremely large have many more examinations than wer dents wh

they were prepared for this change. Many enrollment at City. given at Hunter. In their opinions thi cations N

students remarked that math and physics This leads me to the next set of com- may be because the teacher does not hav electives j

courses were not given their proper im- ments made, concerning student teacher close enough .contact with the class an Engineer

portance at Hunter. All seem to agree relationships. If you can remember, most tests are his only means of finding ou 106, 107

that the arts program was much broader. of the students who came from Brooklyn how much the class knows. This put have not

It seems to be their. opinion that the social College stated that the student teacher added pressure on the student.
tions I ( ]

studies and humanities courses are taught relationship was much closer at City due   With all these remarks about how thet ing Elec

very poorly at City and that those teach- to the small gap in ages between students was so much work, came one op <) affected

ing these sequences suppose that the and many teachers. The Hunter transfer which perhaps shows the right attitude proval fr

Tech-men have no interest in them, and students feel that this factor is not enough According to Sidney Lerman, "I feel tha-

therefore why strain themselves trying to to overcome the large size of the college; the majority of transfer students do wor

teach students who don't want to learn. they feel that there is something lacking. harder here, but if conscientious in thei PRES

The fact that physics courses were given One student remarked that the size of work, they should have no trouble in get

': ting adjusted."
From the results of our survey, it seem most evi

1' ..&.. .. '  ' that more than 90% of the transfer stu to a trai
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- p ./ dents did not and do, not participate i catlike 19

- . extra-curricular activities. According,t several c
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these diversions because of the pressur capable

of the curriculum and the time spent i eld anc

traveling. When asked about school spiri ad at B

many of them felt that because of the' Our ni
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icher time EE CURRICULUM CHANGES CITY ALUMNUS SPEAKN
)ersonally.
4 often in- The E.E. Dept. intends to rearrange (DS 3/IMMILE WAIR//EA]/S
,blems, to the subject matter of Electrical Engineer-
; to discuss ing I, II and III (E.E. 102, 108, 109 and In another of a series of lectures on, . kill. If the probability of kill is low, we

a teacher -178) for non-E.E.'s. By doing this it is missiles, ASME Pres. Elliot Dembner pre- must then raise it by various means -
ihing really hoped that the basic electrical background sented Victor Lindner, Chief of Develop- increase speed of detection or prepare a

courses which the M.E., C.E. and Ch. E. ment Lab "B" at Picatinny Arsenal. Mr, system to fire rnore missiles per ' second ..

pinion that student gets will be presented to him in Lindner, who has a BChE from CCNY at the attacking force whether it is mis-
. This they a more logical and integrated fashion. and Master degrees from Stevens Insti- siles or planes. In the meantime, -the
their scien- The old E.E. 102 is concerned mainly tute of Technology and Columbia, spoke enemy is playing similar computer war-
act that for with direct current circuits, magnetic cir- on the development of guided missile war- games to see if an attack would be  r a concen- cuits and d.c. machines, the old E.E. 108 heads. He described the two challenges successful. 3
ig subjects, and E.E. 109 with a.c. circuits, a.c. ma-
arts classes. chines and electronics. Now E.E. 102 will The missile described must ful811 two . 1

work is not act as an introduction to both a.c. and prerequisites - it must destroy and it I

given is so d.c. circuits, coupling networks'and poly- must be safe to its users. This has had  
iem.to drop phase systems. to be true for all weapons from the I
le trying to The changes will go into effect in the  4.--.i flint arrow to the atomic bomb. The mis- , 1

sile can destroy by direct hit or it can be
- 1 1e again the Fall term of 1958. All those who are ht<i

built so that if it explodes in the vicinity 1 9ne schedule taking E.E. 102 this term are advised
and the pre- by Prof. Froehlich, Chairman of the E.E. . <  , of its target either the blast (atomic type)

i I

id that most Dept., to continue with the next course 1 W.JA or flying pieces (fragmentary type) will , j

i be done at of their sequence next term (i.e., either , ... r ':, destroy the enemy. 1 1

,f it was done E.E. 108 or E.E. 109) before the redis- The warhead section of the missile is , 1

tribution of subject matter takes place. A FY composed of three parts - a fuse, which   !V. .

nature of the Affecting'the E.E. students of the old 67< · must be able to recognize the target and ,,
1 of them are curriculum, the following subjects are to fire the missile; a safety and arming de-

any solutions be discontinued effective September 1958 vice, which prevents the fuse from pre-
;tudent. Som in the Day and Evening Session: E.E.

which our missile program is faced with -
mature firing (the safety and arming

e here at Ci R161, 234, 285, 252,264 and 282. Stu- tile conquest of our planet and the con- device on the Thor will permit less than 1
)ns than wer dents who have not yet taken Commum- one misfire in a million) ; and the warhead

opinions thi cations Networks ( E.E. 264) may take as quest of outer space, but generally con- or explosive proper, which could be an
does not hav electives in the correct sequence Electrical fined himself to the former and more atomic bomb or even biological organisms..
the class an Engineering Analysis III, IV and V (E.E. specifically to the warheads of the missiles, An experienced team of ME's,   EE's,
i Rn(ling ou 106,107 and 108). Those students who Mr. Lindner described how we feed ChE's, and Mathematicians are necessary I
ws. This put have not yet taken Electric Communica- into computers data on the enemies' attack to construct missiles of various properties.
tent. tions I (E.E. R161) may take Engineer- i

., , ing Electronics II (E.E. 188). Those strength and data on our defense against It is a field which will challenge and tnY .

oout how tRer
. .. aKected by these changes must get ap. this theoretical assault. From this, the You as few others can.

e one opinlo proval from their advisor. computer determ!nes the probability of BRUCE PODWAL

right attltude
an, "I feel tha
idents do wor
entious in thei PRESENT SITUATION. . . month or more it would be a poor man- may not be time available, and the cliche

neers getting starting salaries of $450 a engineers' seeming apathy; there simply

i trouble in get agement that wasted this training. Cer- about "making time" remains an ineffec-
(Continued jrom page 21 tainly such a situation may occasionally tual homily. The second reason would be

survey; it seem most evident. An educated (as opposed exist, but the generally increasing need that many Tech-men .don't possess *e
he transfer stu to a trained) engineer should have the for the technically trained lessens the broad intellectual base that would enable

:t participate i catlike potential of going in any one of probability. Add to the fact of salary the them to function satisfactorily in a posi- , %
. Accordingt several directions; there is often a great decreasing ratio of workers per engineer tion of governmental responsibility; this   1
it have time fo difTerence between the work area of a and the tendency to use engineers in non- can perhaps be called sad, perhaps an , ,

of the pressur capable engineer after some years in the technical work must be further restrained. unjustified. excuse. The fact is, though,
, i

te time spent;ideld and the training and preference he When questioned about an accused that it is often true.
out school spiril=had at graduation. general indifference to. office-holding As an addenda and summary to this,
because of thei Our next question concerned the charge among Tech-men, Dean Allen delineated it is probable that engineering students '

:y did not hav hat industry often does not utilize tech. two general reasons. The first is the heavy develop themselves intellectually at a , :\
thers stated th ical people to their full capabilities. This work and hour load of Tech students, par- later time in life, being compelled by the. i
ery little scho omplaint has not been as prevalent in the ticularly in regard to the labs encountered pressures of learning to postpone partici- j
ere is even le ast few years but is still occas:onally by upperclassmen. This reason has greater pation in activities which might accelerate

j

induces a sort eard. Dean Allen feels that with engi- merit than is often supposed by critics of such development. STAN GROSSEL

ts to argue abo
ated third or tb' A PLACE TO MEET AND EAT
eyalso remark GOOD TASTY FOOD-PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE
1 traditions tb AT PRICES TO FIT YOUR POCKETBOOK DAILY SPECIALTIES
possibly becal
'.' CAMPUS GRIDDL-HOWARD VVE 4
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SPORTS LISTING OF NEW S. Bennett P. Kalistak
J.Berk A. Kronfeld
A. Blederman A. Laats
H. matter G. Lang

The AIEE clinched a tie in the Slide SOCIETY MEMBERS A. Brooks P. Logos

Rule Basketball League by beating ASME TAU BETA PI M. Spstein G. Meltzer ,R. Colao D. Kason

82-55. Coming up with a tremendous Donald T. Winski Harold Blatter M. Felt H. Mordkofsky

team effort, the E.E.'s were never behind. Nicholas Hrinkevich Harry Halpert 6. Frank P. PawelczykElliott Dembner Fred Bonnet A. Flasterstein R. Naysmith

Five of their players scored in double Pascal Greene John Heel P. Greene B. Potter

Irving LIberman Movton J. Rosenberg J. Heer T. Sehieber

figures with Elliot Levine leading with Ira L,chtenstein William.C. Stevens B. Hirsch J. Sltomer

Gurion Meltzer Karl Zaininger S. Hirsch T. Statmos

twenty points. His fine all-round play, Barry Raften Alfred E. Smith R. Hlavna M. Teig

and Jack Stein's strong rebounding were Frank Rus William Sorrentino F. Joerger P. UntamoRowan.Rifkin Horacio Morales R. Jacobs S. Toporoff

too much for the M.E.'s who had to play Michael Teig
Theodore Schelber Theodore Stathos R. Josepm K. Zaininger

the game with only five men. Larry ' AME S.P.0.

PI TAU SIGMA D. Cohen K. Buhler

Seciniaz, Artie Biederman and Myron Arthur Appel B. Plumer B. Goldwater M. Perez

Novak each scored twelve points for the B. Arnstein K. Robinson , A. Meyer S. Rosenberg f

G. Cecchini P. Rosenfeld H. Schulweiss

AIEE. Gene Oshua of ASME led the L. Hauben E. Sosinsky H. Sunshine

game with twenty-two points. R. Parker M. Vagins

The E.E.'s have won eight and lost ' CHI EPSILON
none. The Chem. E.'s have a record of William D. Douglass Irwin RosensteinHoward P. DInesman Charles Mortopoulos

five and four. Should the E.E.'s lose ·their Barney Lct Greca Harold Smetane T.V. TUBES
David Mendelson Olgerts Snledze

remaining scheduled games plus the re- Richard R. Melzner Michael Splegel

play of a canceled game, while the Chem. -1t--Ltr™lll_  firlllll-Vll-\2111144-4- Lowest Prices For

E.'s win their remaining games, a playoff Congratulations to Morton Kalet, EE '59 C.C.N.Y. STUDENTS
game will decide the winner. However„ on his engagement to Celia Kalmanowitz.
if the E.E.'s win one more, or the Chem.   SPECIAL RATES FOR Q ECUADORIAN ELECTRONICS
E's lose one, the E.E.'s would be the CCNY STUDENTS

champions. The possibility of a tie seems WATCHMAKER AND 1621 Amsterdam Avenue

slim, indeed. JEWELER  3-A  
(140th Street)

In the Rrst game the Chem. E,'s kept
their hopes alive by beating ASCE 46-44. LORENZO MAY fLU/ AUdubon 1 -0722

Aaron Fierstein led his team to victory by 1623 AMSTERDAM AVENUE -

scoring sixteen points.
-

I
,

The previous week AICHE edged
ASME 54-58 in a double-overtime game.
Fierstein scored the orlly point in the two

-

extra sessions to win it for the Chem. E.'s Join Engineering Alumni
Manny Bornstein and Gene Oshua scored
twenty and seventeen+, respectively, for
ASME. In the second game AIEE beat
ASCE 58-22. Leroy Callender, playing Three groups constitute the college: Stu-

for the first tiIhe on the C.E. team, led , , dents, Faculty, Alumni. Don't let the 4:

the team with fifteen points. Elliot Levine College down by not being a part of the
was high man with sixteen. Engineering Alumni. Join before you grad-

MORTON COHEN uate at a reduced membership fee.

Alumni House-280 Convent Avenue-New York 31, N.»Y•
John's City College
Barber Shop graduate membership till August, 1959.

Enclosed please find my donation of $2.00 for under-

4 Barbers - No Waiting
1616 AMSTERDAM AVENUE Name.. ....PR

OPPOSITE CITY COLLEGE Please print
' 1, f 1, . , I

- Address
. 0 o DA o A OB o

ik 9YMARM 11 /'4 14 Please print

 /1 111 1 _R 0- ,

   K. 0 0 ° 4 bar class ...*...,*...................   Degree

CoRNSR #405* -
 &C /624 AMJTEADAM AVE

0;fake checks payable to the Alumni Association.

*24-4 SANDW,CH SPECIALTIGJ ,

, , , 3

Membership in Engineering Alumni automatically
includes membership in the Alumni Association.,

=r LAC : It carries a year's subscription to Alumni Associa-
, '. , tion publications.)

-) 2 "3 (7, -   *,7 13ts«> ( il -l ..l 0 1 0..« /
\

2 2---«

«' . =1*,amwie,.1=1 Ii- • J  4.FLAriIA·UGU-»1-·<*6**Al 0*441',#A&*-W#._-%% _..I jIA***2 @,t* 9, i-,i, i - 1 .
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